Introduction
Since the emerging of second generation sequencing technologies, the evaluation of different sequencing approaches and their assembly strategies for different types of genomes has become an important undertaken. Next generation sequencing technologies dramatically increase sequence throughput while decreasing cost, making them an attractive tool for whole genome shotgun sequencing.
To compare different approaches for de-novo whole genome assembly, appropriate tools and a solid understanding of both quantity and quality of the underlying sequence data are crucial. Here, we performed an in-depth analysis of short-read Illumina sequence assembly strategies for bacterial and archaeal genomes. Different types of Illumina libraries as well as different trim parameters and assemblers were evaluated. Results of the comparative analysis and sequencing platforms will be presented. The goal of this analysis is to develop a cost-effective approach for the increased throughput of the generation of high quality microbial genomes. 1,000,000,000
Methods
1,500,000,000 2,000,000,000 Please note that the charts for Number of Contigs and Number of Scaffolds are log scale. Also projects 3,14, and 18 were assembled with 15x of illumina data (not 5x). Projects are in order of ascending GC content. The correct sequence orientation for jumping data is . This data was reverse complemented before assembly because velvet expects pairs that face each other. was lower quality and had errors. The percentage of correctly oriented pairs varies from ~18-52%. Ideally we would like to increase this amount.
To validate and compare assemblies we counted mismatches and misalignments for each assembly as compared to the reference. These charts are in log scale.
A random sample of 5% of the data from the lane was used to generate the percentages of duplication and Illumina artifact. 
Read 1 Read 2
All Illumina only assemblies are with Velvet, the 454 paired end + 5x Illumina data is assembled with Newbler, and the QD assembly (see chart listing QD assembler). Note: There aren't scaffold fasta files for PGA QD assemblies so for those assemblies the statistics for scaffolds and contigs are the same.
Conclusions
Quality remains an important aspect to sequencing. Increased read quality leads to better quality assemblies and less frameshifts due to consensus errors.
Because basic biology remains the same, longer insert libraries are needed to scaffold more complex genomes for finishing.
Most assemblies with 5x Illumina data and 454 paired end data look comparable to the QD assembly.
Illumina reads cover nearly 100% of genomes but Illumina contigs cover between 68.7% to 99.97% of the genome.
High GC genomes continue to be problematic Based on tests of trimming by quality, we decided to trim reads to a Sanger Q20 phred score for assembly if the quality values were below that threshold. Striking a balance between quality and read length is important.
High GC genomes continue to be problematic .
Future Developments
Test merging the output of different assemblies (the same dataset with different assemblers or different datasets with the same assembler). Preliminary work has been done to test this using minimus from the AMOS package.
Test and analyze larger insert jumping libraries on a read and assembly level.
Improve jumping libraries to increase the amount of correctly oriented pairs by making the ligation more efficient.
Test optimal assembly coverage for Illumina data for the purpose of barcoding and pooling microbes.
